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REJECTION FOR NOMENCLATORIALPURPOSESOF
THE WORKBY MEUSCHEN(F.C.) ISSUED IN 1778
UNDERTHE TITLE "MUSEUMGRONOVIANUM"

RULING :—(1) The work by Meuschen (F.C.) issued
in 1778 under the title Museum Gronovianum is not
available for nomenclatorial purposes (a) because it was
not " published " within the meaning of Article 25 of the
Regies and (b) because in it Meuschen did not apply the
principles of binominal nomenclature as prescribed in
Proviso (b) to the foregoing Article.

(2) The above work is hereby placed on the Official

Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in Zoological
Nomenclature as Work No. 10.

I.— THE STATEMENTOF THE CASE

The problem dealt with in the present Opinion came to light

in the course of an examination, by Mr. Francis Hemming,
Secretary to the International Commission, of the Commission's

Opinion 13 (" The Specific Name of the Sand Crab ") (1910,

Smithson. Publ. 1938 : 22—24) carried out in 1944 in connection

with the re-issue of that Opinion then in preparation. This

examination showed that one of the assumptions adopted
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implicitly in the conclusion reached regarding the specific name
of the Sand Crab was that the name Cancer quadratus Fabricius,

1793, is invalid by reason of being a junior homonym of Cancer

quadrata Meuschen, 1778. The status of Meuschen's Museum
Gronovianum, the book in which the foregoing name was first

published, appeared so questionable that Mr. Hemming took

the view that it was a matter on which it was essential that an

authoritative ruhng should be obtained from the International

Commission. Mr. Hemming accordingly prepared a Report on
this subject which was thereupon annexed to the re-issue of

Opinion 13, as Note 7. Up to this point this question had been

dealt with on the Commission's Registered File Z.N.(G.) 24

(re-issue of old Opinions), but at this stage it was judged desirable

to open a separate File for the present case which was thereupon

given the Registered Number Z.N.(S.)270. The Report sub-

mitted by Mr. Hemming, which bore the date 29th April 1945,

was as follows :

—

On the nomenclatorial status of scientific names first appearing in

print in Meuschen (F.C.), 1778, " Museum Gronovianum "

By FRANCIS HEMMING
(Secretary to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature)

One of the assumptions made in the statement of the case on which
Opinion 13 was based was the assumption that Cancer quadratus

Fabricius, 1793, was invalid because it was pre-occupied, i.e. because

it was invalid as a homonym under Article 35 of the Regies Inter-

nationales. The petitioner did not specify the name of the author

by whom, it was alleged, the binominal combination " Cancer
quadratus " had been published as a new specific name for some
species of the Class Crustacea prior to its being published in 1793

as the specific name for the Sand Crab. Leaving aside the fact that

both the " statement of the case " and Opinion 13 itself were in error

in attributing the name Cancer quadratus to Fabricius as from 1793,

since that name was in fact first published by Fabricius as the name
of the Sand Crab in 1787, the position, as disclosed by Sherborn,

1902, Index Anim. Pars Prima : 805 (published eight years before

Opinion 13), is that the binominal combination Cancer quadrata

appeared in print on one occasion prior to 1787 (the date on which
Fabricius first published the name Cancer quadratus as the specific

name of the Sand Crab). The author by whom the name Cancer
quadrata was so used was Friedrich Christian Meuschen, by whom it

was introduced in 1778 on page 84 of a booklet usually known by the

abbreviated title " Museum Gronovianum ".
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2. Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum is an extremely scarce work,
the only copy of which that is known to me being that in the library

of the British Museum (Bloomsbury). Through the courtesy of the

Trustees of the Museum, it is possible to give on plates 1 and 2 of the

present edition of Opinion 13 facsimiles of pages 84 and 94 of this

rare booklet. Page 84 is the page on which the name Cancer quadrata

appears and the two pages taken together illustrate very well the

character of Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum and the system of

nomenclature used in it,

3. The full title of Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum is as follows :

—

MUSEUMGRONOVIANUM.// SI VE // INDEX // RERUM
NATURALIUM// TAM// MAMMALIUM AMPHIBIORVM
PISCIVM INSEC-//TORUM CONCHYLIORVMZOOPHYTORVM
// PLANTARVMET MINERALIVM // EXQVISITISSIMORVM //

QUAM// ARTE FACTARVM NONNVLLARUM.// INTER
QVAE EMINET // HERBARIVS SICCVS PLANTARVM// A
TOVRNEFORTIOCLAITONIO LINNAEO // ALIISQVE
BOTANICIS COLLECTARVM.// QVAEOMNIAMVLTACVRA
ET MAGNIS// SVMPTIBUS SIBI COMPARAVIT// VIR AM-
PLISSIMVS & CELEBERRIMVS// LAVR. THEOD. GRONOVIVS
// J. V. D. // CIVITATIS LUGDUNOBATAVAE SENATOR
ET//SCABINVS SOCIETATIS REGIAE LONDINENSIS //

BASILAEENSIS ET HOLLANDIAE QVAE// HARLEMI EST
ALIORVMGVE// SOCIVS &c. &c. // Quae publice subhasta

dictrahentur in aedibus // Defuncti // Ad diem Mercurii 7. Octobris

& seqq. 1778. // Diebus 1. & 2. Octobris Museum patebit. //

LUGDVNI BATAVORVM// Apud TH. HAAK & SOCIOS,
nee non // J. MEERBVRG, Bibliopolas. 1778. // Vbi Catalogi

distribuuntur pro 6. Stuferis.

4. Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum is a small quarto volume,
the collation of which is as follows :

—

I- VI, 1 -231 -[232]- 1 unnumbered page (recto advertisements,

verso blank).

5. As the title shows, Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum is a

Catalogue of the zoological, botanical and mineral collections formed
by Laurentius Theodorus Gronovius prepared for sale by auction

{subhasta) in October 1778, the year following Gronovius's death.

6. In Meuschen's Catalogue the Gronovius collection is arranged

in 2861 lots. These lots are arranged in a rough systematic order,

the first lots consisting of specimens of the Class Mammalia
(" Quadrupedia "). At the end of the description of each lot, the

number of specimens comprised in the lot is indicated. This is done
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by means of such expressions as " 2 stuks " (as in lots 786 and 787*),
" Een doublet " (as in lot 867t) and " Twee doubletten " (as in lots

874 and 877t).

7. In some cases the first word in the description of the lot is the

generic name (in small capitals) (for example, the name " Cancer "

in lots 786 to 791*) of the one or more species included in that lot.

In other cases, the first word in the description of the lot is the specific

trivial name (not necessarily binominal in form) of the species (one or

more in number) included in the lot. In the latter class of case the

name of the genus to which the species concerned were attributed is

ascertainable only from the generic names—cited in the nominative
plural —placed as a cross-heading above the description of the first lot

comprising species attributed to that genus. For example, lots 868

to 874t comprise species attributed to the genus Solen, as is indicated

by the word " SOLENES" (in capitals) which appears as a cross-

heading above the description of lot 868, f the first of the lots concerned.

8. Certain of the lots contained specimens of only one species, as

[Solen] Siliqua (lot 869t) and [Solen] Anatiniis (lot 873). In other

cases, specimens of the same species were included in two successive

lots. For example, both lot 870 and lot 871 contained only specimens

of the species referred to under the (non-binominal) name [Solen]

Radiatus violaceus.-\

9. In a considerable number of cases specimens of several distinct

species were included in a single lot. For example, in the portion of

the Catalogue containing specimens of the Order Lepidoptera (Class

Insecta) lot 699 contained specimens of four commonand very distinct

species of the Family pieridae, namely :

—

Papilio rapae Linnaeus,

1758 (Pieris rapae (Linnaeus, 1758)), (ii) Papilio crataegi Linnaeus,

1758 (Aporia crataegi (Linnaeus, 1758)), (iii) Papilio brassicae

Linnaeus, 1758 {Pieris brassicae (Linnaeus, 1758)), and (iv) Papilio

napi Linnaeus, 1758 {Pieris napi (Linnaeus, 1758)). The method
adopted by Meuschen in lot 699 for enumerating the specimens of

these four species in the Gronovius collection was as follows :

—

699 Rapae, Crataegi, Brassicae, Napi ; Geedert groot Witje,

gepuncteert Witje, groot Witje, geadert klein Witje. Gr. Z.

il. n. 746—749. 751, L. sp. 72, 75, 76, 77. E. 6 stuks.

10. The lot in which the specific trivial name " quadrata " was
apphed to a species of the genus " Cancer " is lot 789, which is

described on page 84 of Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum* The

* See plate 1.

t See platel2.
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first name cited is " cancer granulatus " and this is followed by
three other names, separated from one another by commas. These
names are (i) " Arenaria," (ii) " minutus ? Quadrata ", (iii) " Variolata ".

Next come four vernacular names, referring (presumably) to the four

species for which Latin names had just been given. These are followed

by short Latin diagnoses for the species already referred to as
" Arenaria " and " Quadrata " respectively. Each of these diagnoses

is preceded by a number (in the first case " 960 " and in the second
" 963 "), which refer to the non-binominal work published by
Gronovius under the title Zoophylacium Gronovianum, a work which
has been suppressed for all nomenclatorial purposes by the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature acting under its

plenary powers (Opinion 89, published in 1925). The entry for lot 789

concludes with further references to the Zoophylacium Gronovianum
and an indication of the number of specimens to be sold as " 6 stuks ".

11. The examples cited in the preceding paragraphs show that

Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum displays a complete lack of con-

sistency in the presentation of the names of the species enumerated in

that Catalogue. In some cases the trivial names of species are

preceded by a generic name in the nominative singular ; in others no
generic name is cited for the species concerned, the only indication

of the name of the group or genus to which the species are referred

being given by occasional cross-headings consisting either of a single

word in the nominative plural (as Quadrupedia, Solenes, etc.) or of

two words also in the nominative plural (as " Cancri Monoculi " on
page 83). Again, some lots are confined to a single species, while

others include two or more specific trivial names, no indication being

given to show whether Meuschen regarded each name cited as being

the name of one of the species comprised in the lot (as he certainly

did in the case of lot 699) or whether he considered some of these

names as synonyms of other names previously enumerated in the

description of the contents of the lot concerned.

12. The system of nomenclature followed by Meuschen in the

Museum Gronovianum is naturally the system of nomenclature
employed by Gronovius, since Meuschen's booklet is no more than a
sale Catalogue of the Gronovius collection. It is probable indeed that

the names, diagnoses, and references given by Meuschen in his

Catalogue represent no more than the transcription of the labels

written by Gronovius himself for the explanation and display of his

collection. Accordingly, as was to be expected, the system of nomen-
clature employed by Meuschen in his Museum Gronovianum is identical

with that employed fifteen years earlier by Gronovius in his Zoo-
phylacium Gronovianum, that is to say : Meuschen, like Gronovius,
recognised the concept of the genus (for example. Cancer, Papilio,

etc.) and grouped in each genus those species which he regarded as

falling within the generic definition. Within each genus Meuschen
(like Gronovius) cited species sometimes under a single specific trivial
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name (in most cases specific trivial names given by Linnaeus in the

Syst. Nat)., sometimes under poly verbal specific trivial names of the

type habitually used in zoological works prior to the introduction of

the binominal system of nomenclature by Linnaeus in 1758.

13. In the period 1907 —10 the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature gave express consideration to the status

of new names published by Gronovius in 1763 in his Zoophylacium
Gronovianum. In the Opinion {Opinion 20), in which the Commission
delivered its conclusions in this matter, it stated that new generic

names published by Gronovius in the Zoophylacium Gronovianum
were available under the International Code, because the following

two conditions were satisfied in that work : —(i) Gronovius applied

the principles of binary nomenclature^ as required by proviso (b) to

Article 25, because in the Zoophylacium Gronovianum Gronovius
named " two units or things, genera and species "

;
(ii) Gronovius

used a uninominal (i.e. univerbal) system of nomenclature for genera

as required by Article 2 of the International Code. Nothing was
said in Opinion 20 regarding the status of new specific trivial names
published by Gronovius in the Zoophylacium Gronovianum, but the

criteria applied by the Commission in that Opinion in determining the

question whether the generic names first published in that work are

available under the Regies Internationales must apply also to the

question whether new specific trivial names first pubhshed on that

occasion are so available. In the case of generic names, the Commis-
sion guided itself by Article 25 (as regards the nature of the system

of nomenclature employed) and Article 2 (as regards the application

by Gronovius of that system to a particular class of name, i.e. to

generic names). Accordingly, these two criteria apply also to the new
specific trivial names published by Gronovius in the Zoophylacium
Gronovianum. Gronovius's specific trivial names clearly satisfy

proviso (b) to Article 25 to precisely the same extent as do his generic

names. When, however, his specific trivial names are examined in

relation to Article, 2 it is found that some are binominal combinations
as required by that Article, while others are of the polyverbal type

prevalent prior to 1758. Both types of name were regarded by
Gronovius as equally proper. While, therefore, Gronovius appUed
the principles of binary nomenclature as defined by Opinion 20, he did

The discussion in the foregoing passage of the ruhng given in Opinion 20 in

relation to the meaning of the expression " nomenclature binaire " (binary
nomenclature), as used in Proviso (b) to Article 25 of the Regies has been
rendered irrelevant by the decision of the Thirteenth International Congress
of Zoology, Paris, 1948 (a) that the expression " nomenclature binaire

"

possesses the same meaning as the expression " nomenclature binominale
"

and (b) to substitute the latter expression for the ambiguous expression
" nomenclature binaire ", wherever that expression occurred in the Regies
(1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 64—66). At the same time the International
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature cancelled Opinion 20 for all except
historical purposes.
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not follow for species a binominal system of nomenclature as required

by Article 2. Accordingly, new specific trivial names published by
Gronovius in the Zoophylacium Gronovianum, unhke new generic

names published in that work, are not available under the Regies
Internationales and have, therefore, no status under the Law of Priority

as from the date of being so pubUshed. Since, as already pointed out,

the system of nomenclature employed by Meuschen in 1778 in the

Museum Gronovianum is identical with that employed by Gronovius
himself in 1763 in his Zoophylacium Gronovianum, no new specific

trivial name used by Meuschen in the first-named work has any status

under the Law of Priority as from the date (1778), on which it was so

used.

14. Quite apart from the question whether in the Museum
Gronovianum Meuschen applied the principles of binary nomenclature,
it is necessary to consider whether that work was ever pubhshed
(" divulgue dans une pubhcation "^) within the meaning of Article 25
of the Regies Internationales. The exact meaning to be attached to

the expression " divulgue dans une publication " as used in Article 25

has never been clearly defined, although the question has been under
consideration by the International Commission on Zoological Nomen-
clature for some years and clearly should be taken up again by the

Commission after the end of the war^. In the meanwhile, it must be
noted that a start was made in the clarification of this problem in

Opinion 15 of the Commission, pubhshed in 1910. In that Opinion the

Commission laid it down that " Publication, in the sense of the Code,
consists in the pubhc issue of printed matter ". This decision was
re-affirmed in Opinion 51 (published in 1912), when the Commission
added the explanation that " the qualifying word ' pubhc ' in this

definition [i.e. in the definition given in Opinion 15] indicates that the

printed matter in question is not intended for special persons only or

for a limited time, but that it is given to the world, or used in the nature

of a permanent scientific record ".

15. On the basis of the foregoing definition of the meaning to be
apphed to the expression " divulgue dans une pubhcation ", the

International Commission decided (in Opinion 51) that the sale

catalogue of the collection of shells made by de Calonne, usually

known as the Museum Calonnianum, was not published within the

meaning of Article 25 of the Regies Internationales and therefore

that new names included in it possessed no rights under the Law
of Priority. Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum resembles the Museum

^ At the time when the above paper was written, the only substantive text of the

Regies Internationales (the International Code) was the French text, the English,

German and ItaUan texts being no more than translations of the substantive

(French) text. The expression here quoted is the expression used in the French
text of Article 25.

^ A full definition of the expression " divulgue dans une publication " was
inserted in the Regies by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology,

Paris, 1948 (see 1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 215—221).
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Calonnianum in all relevant respects : it is a sale catalogue of the

collection of the deceased collector ; the nomenclature used in it is

based upon the nomenclature used by the deceased collector ; it was
intended for special persons only (i.e. prospective purchasers of portions

of the collection) ; it was intended for use only during a Umited time

(i.e. during the period immediately preceding the sale of the collection

and during the actual period of the sale) ; it was not " given to the

world as a permanent scientific record ". In view, therefore, of

Opinion 51, it is clear that Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum (like

the Museum Calonnianum) was not " divulgue dans une publication
"

in the sense in which that expression is used in Article 25 of the Regies

Internationales. It follows that no new name (whether a generic name
or a specific trivial name), which first appeared in the Museum
Gronovianum possesses any rights under the Law of Priority as from
the date (1778) of such appearance.

16. The position as regards Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum may
be summarised as follows :

—

(1) Whichever may ultimately be found to be the correct meaning
of the expression " nomenclature binaire "* as used in proviso

(b) to Article 25 of the Regies Internationales, no specific

trivial name which first appeared in Meuschen's Museum
Gronovianum possesses any rights under the Law of Priority

as from the date (1778) of such appearance, since even under
the wider of the two possible interpretations of the above
expression (i.e. the interpretation embodied in Opinion 20),

those names do not satisfy the requirements of Articles 2 and
25 of the Regies Internationales, when read together as required

by Opinion 20.

(2) Even if the specific trivial names used by Meuschen in the

Museum Gronovianum had throughout been formed in the

strictest binominal form, they would nevertheless have
possessed no rights under the Law of Priority, since

Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum was not published
(" divulgue dans une publication ") in the manner required

by Article 25 of the Regies Internationales.

2. Recommendation submitted to the Commission: At the same

time Mr. Hemming submitted in a note annexed to the re-issue

of Opinion 13 as Note 8 (paragraph 9(3)), the following

At the time when the above paper was written, the only substantive text of the

Regies Internationales (the International Code) was the French text, the
EngUsh, German and ItaUan texts being no' more than translations of the

substantive (French) text. The expression here quoted is the expression

used in the French text of Article 25.
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recommendation for consideration by the International Com-
mission, namely that it should :

—

(3) render an Opinion as follows on the nomenclatorial status

of Meuschen, 1778, Museum Gronovianum :
—

The Museum Gronovianum by Friedrich Christian Meuschen
issued in 1778 is a sale catalogue of the zoological, botanical

and mineral collections formed by Laurentius Theodorus
Gronovius, who died in 1777. It was intended for special

persons only (i.e. prospective purchasers) and was intended

for use for only a limited time (i.e. during the period

immediately preceding and during the sale) ; it was not given

to the world as, or used in the nature of, a permanent scientific

record. None of the tests laid down in Opinion 51 as the

criteria for determining whether a zoological work has been
pubhshed within the meaning of Article 25 of the Regies

Internationales is, therefore, satisfied by Meuschen's Museum
Gronovianum. Accordingly, no name which first appeared in

Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum possesses any rights under
the Law of Priority as from the date of such appearance.

II.— THE SUBSEQUENTHISTORY OF THE CASE

3. The re-issue of Opinion 13 and the accompanying notes

were sent to the printer in May 1945, but, owing to difficulties

arising from paper rationing, shortage of labour at the printing

works and similar causes pubhcation did not actually taken place

until 28th February 1947 (Ops. Decls. int. Comm. zool. Nomencl.

1 : 207—234). Mr. Hemming's Note 7, quoted in paragraph 1

of the present Opinion, which was accompanied by two plates

giving facsimiles of pages of Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum,

appeared on pp. 219—227 of the re-issue of Opinion 13 ; the

recommendation quoted in paragraph 2 above appeared on
page 231.
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4. On 27th February 1948, Dr. Fenner A. Chace, Jr. (Curator,

Division of Marine Invertebrates, United States National Museum,
Washington, B.C., U.S.A.) in a letter mainly concerned with the

question of the availabihty of the name Cancer quadratus Fabricius,

1787, referred as follows to the application by Mr. Hemming
for a ruhng that Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum is not an

available work for the purposes of zoological nomenclature :

—

" I am in complete agreement with you that this pubUcation has

no nomenclatorial standing ".

III.— THE DECISION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSIONONZOOLOGICALNOMENCLATURE

5. The present application was considered by the International

Commission on Zoological Nomenclature at the Fourteenth

Meeting of its Paris Session held at the Sorbonne in the

Amphitheatre Louis-Liard on Monday, 26th July 1948 at 2030

hours. The following is an extract from the Official Record of

the Proceedings of the International Commission, summarising

the introductory statement made by the Acting President (Mr.

Francis Hemming) and the discussion which then ensued :

—

THE ACTING PRESIDENT (MR. FRANCIS HEMMING)
said that, in view of the decision taken during the present Session

that the expression " nomenclature binaire " used up till then in

the Regies had a meaning identical with the expression " nomen-

clature binominale " (by which it was now to be replaced), it

was evident from this point of view also that the Museum
Gronovianum of Meuschen failed to satisfy the requirements of

the Regies and must therefore be rejected for nomenclatorial

purposes.

IT WASGENERALLYAGREEDin discussion that the

reproduction in facsimile of pages of the Museum Gronovianum

contained in Secretary Hemming's paper on this subject made it
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absolutely clear that in that work Meuschen had not applied the

principles of binominal nomenclature (as required by Proviso (b)

to Article 25) and therefore that the above work was not

available under the Regies. It was evident also that it had never

been published in the sense of Article 25 and that for this reason

also the Museum Gronovianum was not an available work, and
that names, as appearing in it, possessed no status in zoological

nomenclature.

6. The following is an extract from the Official Record of the

Proceedings of the International Commission, setting out the

decision reached by it in this case (Paris Session, 14th Meeting,

Conclusion 52) (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 571—573) :—

THE COMMISSIONagreed :—

(1) that the work by Meuschen (F.C.) issued in 1778 under the

title Museum Gronovianum, was not available for

nomenclatorial purposes under the Regies (a) because

(by having been printed for special persons only and
for a special occasion only, and not having been issued

as a document to be used in the nature of a permanent
scientific record) it could not be regarded as having

been duly pubhshed within the meaning of Article 25,

and (b) because in this work Meuschen had not applied

the principles of binominal nomenclature, as prescribed

in Proviso (b) to the aforesaid Article, and therefore

that no name acquired any rights under the Regies

by reason of having appeared in the above work
;

(2) to render an Opinion recording the decision specified

in (1) above.

7. The decision taken in the present case was reported to,

and approved by, the Section on Nomenclature of the Thirteenth
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International Congress of Zoology, Paris, 1948, at its Sixth

Meeting held on Monday, 26th July 1948 (1950, Bull. zool.

Nomencl. 5 : 120).

8. The RuUng given in the present Opinion was concurred in

by the sixteen (16) Commissioners and Alternate Commissioners

present at the Paris Session of the International Commission,

namely :

—

Beltran vice Cabrera ; Boschma ; Bradley ; di Caporiacco
;

Hemming ; Hindle vice Jordan ; Jorge vice do Amaral

;

Kirby vice StoU ; Lemche vice Dymond ; Mansour vice

Hanko ; Metcalf vice Peters ; Riley vice Caiman ; Rode
;

Sparck vice Mortensen ; van Straelen vice Richter ; Usinger

vice Yokes.

9. The Ruling given in the present Opinion was dissented from
by no Commissioner or Alternate Commissioner present at the

Paris Session.

10. At its meeting held at Copenhagen in August 1953, the

Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology decided to insert

a provision in the Regies estabhshing an " OflEicial Index " to be

styled the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in

Zoological Nomenclature and directing the insertion therein of the

title of any work which the International Commission might

either reject under its Plenary Powers or declare to be invahd

for the purposes of zoological nomenclature (1953, Copenhagen

Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 23—24). Since the foregoing decision

appUes to past, as well as to future, decisions by the International

Commission in cases of this kind, the opportunity presented by

the preparation of the present Opinion has been taken to record

the insertion in the foregoing Official Index of the title of

Meuschen's Museum Gronovianum of 1778.

11. The prescribed procedures were duly comphed with by the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature in

dealing with the present case, and the present Opinion is

accordingly hereby rendered in the name of the said International

Commission by the under-signed Francis Hemming, Secretary
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Facsimile of page 84 of Meuschen, 1778, " Museum Gronovianum "

M Jn/cHa.

Gr, Z. II. n. P5B, L. ^271.^. i, n. 953-554.
L. g. 2y0.JP. 23, I. en E. 5 fkuks.

786 CANCER MaenaSy Feiagicui ; Eur. Sirandkrab ,
Steckelkrab. Gr. Z. il.». 953. 956, L. Jj>. 22 ?^

19. K. I ftuks.

787 CANCERPeiagicusy Pagurus ; Strand- krab, Zee-
krab. Cr. Z. 11. n. pjO. 9<37 , L />. 19, 27. £.
2 flu^s.

788 CM>iCiL9. Articuiatus ^Porcellina ^ Orbicularis; Rug-
geleede Krab» geocepe Rrab, gewelvde Krab ;

(957. Orbicularis: rborace laevi Utiufculo fabcon-
vexo y marginibm antic it utrinque ferratis : pedibut

natatoriQ- cimfofiis, ( Articulatus : tborace laienbus

Jpincfis , cbelis Jupra muricatts ^fpinisfex apice mgris.

Gr. Z, 11. n. 958^ 957 » ^- Z^- 23 ? kfc 5 ftuks.

789 caNCER granulatus ^ Areftaria ^ minutus? Qjia-

dratiif l/'ariolata; Korreligc Krab, Zaodkorieligc
Krab, Vierkande Krab, Pokkige Krab. ( 9C0.
jirtnaria : tborace latiusculo convexo laevi , undi''

que emarginat9<f pojlice contracliore pedis nm con-

te gents : manibus crijlatis. (963 Quadraia: tbo-

race quadraio ^ integerrimo ^ margins acutiuscuio

:

manibus aequalihtu minimis ; peitbiis comptsjfu cur-

fonis. Gr.'Z. 11. n. 959. p6o. 9<52. 9<53 , L.fp.
2(5? 8? l^c. I. fi ftuks.

790 CANCERRhombus, yuans J Graf>fusi Vicrhoekige
:• Krab, Zand-Krab, Stompocus- Krab. (964. Rbom-

bus: tborace laioquadrato laevi integerrimo : manibus
inaeqruilibus , nnnimis : pedibus curjlnis comprtju.

(Jr. /. 11 n. 9O4 - 9t»C5, L. Jp, 24. 53. ^c. 1. en K. i

7 ftuks.

791 CANecu Longiccrnm , ruhefcens , /pinofa^ macu-
lala ^ Corona. Iviperialis ; Langfpriec - Krab, rood-

agcig Krabbetjc, Hairig Krabbetje, roodgevlakie

Krab, Keyzcrskroon Krab. (970. Spinojq: birfu

lus , tborace brcvi , Uto, mutico : nianu alieru majo-

re , tborace angujliore , pedibus curjoriis hn^iore.

('^72. Corona Impiridis : tborace latiusculo ruiojo ^

antice larinque objoleie iribulo : manibus. pedibusque

aeiiualibiis rugofu Jupra cmnaio-comprcjfts, Seba iii.

Tab,
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Facsimile of page 94 of Meuschen, 1778, " Museum Gronovianum "

^ Tcjlacea.

B^S ^natinus^ Eenden - Moffe! ; Piclorum ^ Verf hea-
der. G. Z, lil. n. 1090, 1094 » ^-f?' 28. 258. Drie
doublet ten.

%66 Jnatimsy Ecndee-MofTel, ypeciei varUtas n. S64..

Twee doubletten, vry grooc.

867 yulfellaf Baardkoyper. Gr.Z. HI. n. lopjr , L.fp.
31. Een doublet. '

\

S L E N E S.

868 Vagina, rt^a , Indjfche roode Goot. Gr. Z. ill.

n. 109^, L.J^.y^. Een doublet.

8(59 Siliqtia^ Meffehecbt; Enfis? Suiker-Peultje. Gr.
Z. ill. ». 1097. J<^8 , L. fp. 34. 35. Twee dou-
bletten.

1870 Radiatus viohceus t Blaauwe Zonoeftraal. Gr. Z UL
;

K. 1099, L./p. 38. Een doublet , vry groot.
|

,871 Radiatus violacms ^ Blaouwe Zonneftraal Gr. 8*
i

I

L.ut/upra. Twee doubletten , iets klander,
]

I872 ^S^rngtiafiiJ ro/eo/fi/cj<i,roodachcige Bruine Zonne- ^

I

flraal. Gr. 2. III. «. 1 100, £.^.39. Een doublet,

I

vry grooc en fchooo.

;-873 Matinust, akoos ligtcnde I^otern. Or. Z. 111. «, :

iiof, Lfp.40, Een doablec. ^

874 Vefp€rtina,D2R\tMc7MT^ne(tmzl; SirigilMus^Czz-
pende Zonncftraa!. Gr, Z. III. « iioo. ^c, i- j^.

9yLi(l. r.417. ^g:. 261 ^ d'Argenvtile T. 22. j%. i.

"wee doubletten.¥>

T E L L I N J E.

87 J Lingua Felts ^ Katte-Tong. Gr. Z. Ill, n. 1002,
. L.fp, 45- Een doublet.

.876 ScQbinma , Robbe - Tong ,of SagryneTyger-Tong..
L fp. 64, Een doublet.

"
'

877 Firgat&i Roode Zonneftraal , gevoorend; Gh-
bra^ gladde Toog. Gr, Z, ill. ». 1103 1104, L,

Jp- 46^ {?t-. ^Twee doublecceo^

g78 fragilti^ Kraakende; Fucataf Geblankette; Gla-

ha , CladdeToog. G, Z, III. n. 1 105. 1 106. 1 104

»

Lfp.


